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Abstract: Financial technologies are often credited with empowering the consumer-
citizen. The discourse that surrounds them is overwhelmingly positive, emphasising 
their contribution to speed, efficiency, availability, competition, quality and affordabil-
ity. These very same technologies, however, also clash against the meanings that we 
attach to money, and against the things we value in our interactions with it. Through a 
review of the design literature on moneywork, and our own research with people ex-
periencing both mental illness and financial difficulty, we discuss a list of dissonances 
that result from digitising our personal finances. We hope this discussion will encour-
age designers to reflect and think critically about financial technologies, and to look 
beyond the hype currently built around them. 

Keywords: financial technologies; digital money; mental health; financial difficulty 

1. Introduction 
The discourse that surrounds the adoption and spread of financial technologies is generally 
confident and self-assertive, emphasising their benefits over their drawbacks. By financial 
technologies we mean a subset of digital technologies that mediate access to, and transac-
tions with, financial information and assets. These are expanding rapidly, their adoption ag-
gressively pushed to citizens (Scott, 2016). Some of them, like cryptocurrencies and non-fun-
gible tokens (NFTs), are highly visible through ample coverage by mainstream media. Others, 
like token-based digital cash systems (Dold and Grothoff, 2016), or ongoing explorations of 
central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) (Chaum et al., 2021), are less conspicuous. A few, like 
digital banking services, are already well integrated into our daily lives (Barros Pena et al., 
2021a). 

The adoption of financial technologies has been overwhelmingly portrayed as having a posi-
tive and empowering effect on the citizen-consumer. According to this narrative, these tech-
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nologies will spur innovation, improve the user experience, increase competition, raise qual-
ity and lower prices (Zachariadis and Ozcan, 2017). It is assumed that they will also disinter-
mediate financial service provision, allowing people to bypass traditional financial institu-
tions, and interact directly with each other. This “empowered, self-service model” 
(Nichkasova and Shmarlouskaya, 2020, p. 440) has been called “a new form of financial de-
mocracy” (Nichkasova and Shmarlouskaya, 2020, p. 438). 

Perhaps enticed by the promise of reduced marginal costs per customer (Joyce, 2019), the 
financial industry seems to take for granted that introducing technology delivers conven-
ience and makes it easier for people to manage their money. There are no doubt benefits to 
the introduction of these technologies into the domain of personal finance. It is argued that, 
as money transforms from physical currency into information (Woldmariam et al., 2016), fi-
nancial transactions become more efficient, faster, cheaper to execute (e.g. O’Neill et al., 
2017), and available at any time and from anywhere (Woldmariam et al., 2016).  

Financial technologies also increase the visibility of cashflows and of individual financial be-
haviour (Woldmariam et al., 2016). For the general public, they provide immediate and con-
venient access to personal financial information (Woldmariam et al., 2016). For the financial 
industry, transactions leave trails that enable automated and more precise credit rating cal-
culations, i.e. the estimation of someone’s likelihood to pay back their debt and therefore 
the level of risk attached to lending activity (O’Neill et al., 2017; Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 
2019). For public institutions, digital transactions increase transparency and help fight cor-
ruption (Woldmariam et al., 2016; Musaraj and Small, 2019; Scott, 2018). 

The digitisation of finance is also credited with contributing to financial inclusion in at least 
two ways. First, by lowering the cost of service provision, financial technologies expand the 
reach of formal financial services to new areas and populations previously excluded from 
them. Second, the electronic trails left by digital transactions help low income groups build a 
financial history, join the credit rating infrastructure and thus become eligible for formal 
lines of credit (Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 2019). 

However, these technologies also have adverse consequences for citizens. For instance, the 
automation of credit rating calculations feeds financial exclusion and penalises the most fi-
nancially vulnerable (Ingham, 1999; O’Neill et al., 2017), as it enables the redirection of bank 
lending towards higher income and therefore safer groups (Leyshon and Thrift, 1995). Musa-
raj and Small (2019) wonder whether the accumulation of transaction records constitutes a 
path to financial inclusion or an alarming threat to privacy. 

In this paper, we synthesise and discuss a series of dissonances between the purported ben-
efits of financial technologies, and the outcomes their deployment brings for citizens. Under-
pinning this work is a review of the predominantly qualitative design research that has stud-
ied “moneywork” (Colavecchia, 2009; Perry and Ferreira, 2018), a concept that describes the 
hidden labour (Kameswaran and Hulikal Muralidhar, 2019; Hulikal Muralidhar, 2019) people 
must undertake in order to engage and interact with money.  
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These studies of moneywork include our own research, which was carried out in collabora-
tion with people who live under the “double trouble” (Topor et al., 2016, p. 201) of mental 
illness and financial difficulty (Barros Pena et al., 2021a; Barros Pena et al., 2021b). Our par-
ticipants trialled a new financial third-party access mobile application for 90 days. During 
that time, they completed a diary study that opened and closed with semi-structured inter-
views (Barros Pena et al., 2021a; Barros Pena et al., 2021b).  

Our research on financial third-party access and financial collaborative practices contributed 
insights about the individualising tendencies of financial technologies to our literature re-
view. Our participants’ experiences of mental illness and financial difficulty also provided a 
“critical lens” (Barros Pena et al., 2021a) for the examination of the design of existing finan-
cial technologies, and inspired the list we present in the next section.  

2. The dissonances resulting from digitasing personal finance 
Dematerialisation is perhaps the most obvious and better studied aspect of digitising fi-
nance. Research has shown that the disappearance of physical artifacts impacts our relation-
ship with money (Vines et al., 2011), affects our sense of control (Dunphy et al., 2014b), im-
pairs our ability to compensate for technology’s shortcomings (Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 
2018; Panjawi et al., 2013), and undermines collaborative practices around finance (Panjawi 
et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2011; Vines et al., 2012b; Dunphy et al., 2014a). In this paper, we 
will focus instead on outcomes from digitisation that have received less scrutiny. These in-
clude: i) the focus on efficiency; ii) the removal of friction; iii) reduced flexibility; iv) in-
creased visibility of financial behaviour; v) additional moneywork; vi) shifts in control and 
agency; and vii) the individualisation of finance.  

2.1 The focus on efficiency  
The transactional approach to financial technologies that is characteristic of the Global North 
brings with it a focus on efficiency (O’Neill et al., 2017). In this context, the main driver of de-
sign becomes making transactions as fast and efficient as possible for all involved (O’Neill et 
al., 2017). The emphasis is on speed (O’Neill et al., 2017), seamlessness (Mainwaring et al., 
2008), anytime anywhere access (Hulikal Muralidhar, 2019), and ease of use (Heyman and 
Artman, 2014). The drive for efficiency aims to demonstrate that financial technologies are 
more convenient than the alternatives. This convenience, however, remains questionable.  

First, in the case of payments, it is not clear that digital forms of money are more convenient 
than cash. According to Scott (2018), cash is familiar, accessible and easy to use. Once in 
your hand, it requires no prior configuration or setup: no need to open a bank account, reg-
ister for Internet banking, download mobile apps, wait for and activate a debit card, or con-
figure a mobile wallet in advance. Cash does not impose upper or lower limits for transaction 
amounts, and it is accepted almost everywhere (Scott, 2018).  
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Second, convenience is not an intrinsic characteristic of any financial instrument, but a “con-
textual property” (Scott, 2018, p. 150) that emerges in combination with supporting infra-
structures and people’s circumstances. Scott (2018) points out that “it is possible to engineer 
inconvenience and irritation by deliberately making cash harder to use” (p. 150), for instance 
by withdrawing the branches and ATMs necessary to access it. For some of Vines et al. 
(2011) eighty somethings, “going to the bank in person” (p. 69) was more effective than 
transacting remotely by phone or the Internet. Convenience, therefore, is at least partially 
subjective, co-constitutive, and relational. 

Third, the convenience narrative raises the question of convenience for whom. People seem 
to believe that financial companies deploy technologies mainly for their own benefit, and 
not necessarily for their customers’ convenience (e.g. Hulikal Muralidhar, 2019; Vines et al., 
2012a). Corroborating this perception, Blumenstock et al. (2015) found that digitising salary 
payments through a mobile money service delivered “immediate and significant cost sav-
ings” and was clearly beneficial for the employer and the mobile operator, while having 
“only muted effects” on employees’ wealth and well-being.  

The notion of financial technologies as an efficiency mechanism that can deliver faster, 
cheaper transactions is, according to Ferreira and Perry (2019), “a very partial perspective” 
(p. 122). It neglects important aspects of financial behaviours and interactions, such as “the 
extra-economic functions of money and the meanings and values” (Hulikal Muralidhar, 2019) 
that people attach to it. Designing for efficiency also has cascading effects, one of the most 
damaging being the removal of friction (Hulikal Muralidhar, 2019). From the perspective our 
participants, who lived on low incomes and struggled to control their spending, efficiency in 
payments stopped being a feature and became a bug. We further discuss the negative impli-
cations of the removal of friction in the next section.  

2.2 The removal of friction 
The focus on efficiency in the design of financial technologies results in one-click purchases 
and just-wave-something payments, with the perception of removing friction from our finan-
cial interactions. Ferreira and Perry (2019) go as far as to consider “frictionless” one of the 
core affordances of digital money. Lack of friction is present in both obtaining credit and 
spending (Harper et al., 2018). The consequences of easy and instant availability of credit in-
clude, for instance, the “credit card premium” (Prelec and Simester, 2000, p. 5), an increase 
in the willingness to pay by credit card rather than cash when customers are instructed to do 
so. Mobile credit services in the Global South such as M-Shwari in Kenya have also been as-
sociated with increasing levels of indebtedness (Kusimba et at., 2017). Meanwhile, friction-
less payment systems result in “invisible spending” (Mainwaring et al., 2008, p. 24), which 
can erode awareness of our own consuming habits (Mainwaring et al., 2008; Lewis and 
Perry, 2019), and undermine control over our personal finances (Hulikal Muralidhar, 2019). 

The disappearance of friction brought about by the digitisation of finance affects us all, but it 
is particularly onerous for those living with mental illness (Harper et al., 2018). This is due to 
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the fact that impulsive and compulsive behaviours, as well as comfort spending, are com-
mon symptoms in mental health conditions (Harper et al., 2018; Richardson et al., 2018; 
Richardson et al., 2017). As a result, the negative effects of the absence of friction can be 
better appreciated through the experiences of people living with mental illness. For our par-
ticipants, financial technologies like contactless payments became “a danger zone” (Barros 
Pena et al., 2021a), and lack of friction prompted the development of personal strategies to 
add resistance in both borrowing and spending. These included handing over money to oth-
ers for safekeeping, seeking bank accounts without overdraft services, using prepaid debit 
cards, and letting online shopping carts "rest" overnight rather than paying immediately.  

Workarounds that purposely create fiction have also been uncovered by other design stud-
ies. For instance, Snow et al. (2016) describe a money tin devised by one of their participants 
that could only be accessed with a can opener, and where the difficulty of getting to the 
money inside helped spending control. Rickshaw drivers being paid with mobile money ex-
plained how the delay in payments arriving into their bank accounts, and the inconvenience 
of having to visit an ATM in order to withdraw funds, helped them save (Hulikal Muralidhar, 
2019). Setting barriers to access in order to support saving is the rationale behind the locka-
ble “pots” now offered by many of the mobile-only banks (Welch, 2018). 

As observed by Hulikal Muralidhar (2019), friction “is crucial to users’ negotiation of the 
trade-off between consumption and saving”. Through the lens of those trapped in the cycle 
of mental illness and financial difficulty, lack of friction morphs from a symbol of conven-
ience and choice into a deeply problematic feature, one that requires urgent attention from 
designers.  

2.3 Reduced flexibility 
An additional effect of digitising financial service provision is the removal of flexibility. As ob-
served by O’Neill et al. (2017), the digitisation of financial workflows requires their formalisa-
tion, turning them into rigid step-by-step processes. The humans in non-digital financial 
workflows are capable of introducing a degree of flexibility that “is notoriously hard for digi-
tal systems to do” (O’Neill et al., 2017, p.764).  

In the Global North, these “human elements” (O’Neill et al., 2017, p.765) that make flexibil-
ity possible “have been designed-out” (O’Neill et al., 2017, p.765) through the widespread 
introduction of financial technologies. Woldmarian et al. (2016) also remark on the homoge-
nising effects of financial technologies in general, and of mobile payments in particular. This 
is what the UK Financial Conduct Authority has described as the streamlining of consumers 
in product design, financial processes and systems (Coppack et al., 2015). The standardisa-
tion of customers in this manner results in the inability to accommodate the non-standard 
needs of people in financial difficulty (Coppack et al., 2015).  

The importance of flexibility in financial service provision has been highlighted by both re-
searchers and policymakers. Flexibility matters independently of the degree of economic de-
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velopment and the reach of formal financial services. In the Global South, the most finan-
cially vulnerable need flexibility (O’Neill et al., 2017; Collins et al., 2009) in order to manage 
irregular, unstable incomes (Collins et al., 2009), and to cope “in times of trouble” (O’Neill et 
al., 2017, p.764).  

In our Global North, the UK Financial Conduct Authority has identified the chronic lack of 
flexibility of financial firms as one of the fundamental barriers to providing appropriate ser-
vice to customers who find themselves in financial trouble (Coppack et al., 2015). These cus-
tomers included our participants, who exemplified the well-documented association be-
tween mental illness and financial difficulty (e.g. Elbogen et al., 2011; Jenkins et al., 2008; 
Ljungqvist et al. 2016; Richardson et al., 2017). 

Given how intractable flexibility has proven to be for digital technologies, designing digital 
financial services and tools that mimic and deliver human-like flexibility becomes one of the 
biggest design challenges in this domain. 

2.4 Increased visibility, traceability and transparency 
Ferreira and Perry (2019) list being dataful and transparent as two of the affordances of digi-
tal money. Financial technologies transform money into information, and digital financial 
transactions leave electronic trails (Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 2019) that generate vast 
amounts of data. This data becomes available to those who own or manage the financial 
technologies we use, for instance banks, payment companies, and “fintech” enterprises; as 
well as to government institutions and tax authorities (Ferreira and Perry, 2019). Some of 
that data is also accessible to financial technology users (Ferreira and Perry, 2019).  

It is argued that this wealth of financial data creates transparency (Ferreira and Perry, 2019; 
Musaraj and Small, 2019; Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 2018), both at individual and institutional 
levels. Users can access information about their finances at any time and from anywhere, 
seeing when and where their money goes and how it is spent (Woldmariam et al., 2016). Ac-
cumulated over time, transaction data builds up individual financial histories. These histories 
make people visible to financial service providers, who use them to assess creditworthiness. 
Having a financial data history is now a necessary condition for accessing formal lending 
(Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 2019; Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 2018). Financial transaction data 
also increases the traceability of cash flows, reducing opportunities for corruption, financial 
crime and tax evasion (Woldmariam et al., 2016; Musaraj and Small, 2019; Hulikal Murali-
dhar et al., 2018; Ferreira and Perry, 2019).  

However, the promises of data-enabled visibility, traceability and transparency have not yet 
come to pass. As observed by Lewis and Perry (2019), accessing our own financial data “is 
not always simple” (p. 11), and the ways in which such data is presented to us are not always 
suitable for our needs (Lewis and Perry, 2019). Compared to the companies and institutions 
that hoard our financial data, our own ability to scrape, combine, interrogate and interact 
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with that data is still rather limited (Lewis and Perry, 2019). Overall, the introduction of fi-
nancial technology demands from us “additional effort in mapping information within and 
across digital, physical and social resources” (Lewis and Perry, 2019, p. 13).  

Additionally, automated credit rating calculations based upon personal and financial data 
feed financial exclusion. They enable the redirection of formal lending towards higher in-
come and therefore safer groups (Leyshon and Thrift, 1995), and penalise the most finan-
cially vulnerable (Ingham, 1999; O’Neill et al., 2017). 

Finally, financial data is of an extremely sensitive nature (Ferreira and Perry, 2019). Much 
can be gleaned from it about our “whereabouts, associations and lifestyle” (Chaum, 1983, p. 
199). Together with health information, money is considered one “of the most private areas 
in personal communications” (Singh and Cassar Bartolo, 2004), and we exhibit strong non-
disclosure preferences when it comes to finance. While we often share health information 
with qualified professionals to enable better care, we tend to “assert control” over our 
money affairs “by giving as little information as possible” to financial institutions (Singh and 
Cassar Bartolo, 2004). Indiscriminate financial data collection by third parties clashes against 
entrenched social norms regarding the appropriate flow of financial information (Nissen-
baum, 2011). It also brings the threat of financial surveillance, “financial censorship” (Scott, 
2018, p. 154), data theft and misuse.  

Our participants living with mental illness described their struggles with the monitoring of 
personal financial data. Delays in card payments appearing on bank account statements hin-
dered participants’ awareness of their own financial status, and introduced doubt and uncer-
tainty to the information reported by digital tools (Barros Pena et al., 2021a). Accurate and 
up-to-date financial monitoring may be particularly important for our participants, who had 
to cope with reduced incomes and struggled to rein on their spending. As a result, some of 
them felt the need to develop their own personalised ways of tracking money (Barros Pena 
et al., 2021a).  

In addition, always-on availability of financial information had unintended consequences, 
with positive balances and remaining credit becoming a temptation to spend (Barros Pena et 
al., 2021a). As in the case of friction, the claimed transparency (Ferreira and Perry, 2019) of 
financial technologies delivers “unwanted effects” (Morozov, 2013, p. 68), and should be 
carefully managed (Ferreira and Perry, 2019). Transparency in financial technologies must be 
treated not as an end in itself, but as an “instrumental value” (Morozov, 2013, p. 80), i.e. a 
means to enable the more important goal of financial well-being (Hulikal Muralidhar, 2019). 

2.5 Re-allocation of labour 
While digitising financial services can streamline certain aspects of money management, it 
also generates new forms of work. Studies across varied locations and contexts, for instance 
mobile money use in Japan (Mainwaring et al., 2008), cashless payments in London’s bus 
network (Pritchard et al., 2015), and loan collections through mobile software in India 
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(Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 2018), have revealed the “hidden labour” (Pritchard et al., 2015, p. 
914) required by financial technologies.  

The moneywork required by financial technologies burdens those living with mental illness, 
who often struggle to muster the motivation to tackle their financial affairs. In the case of 
our participants, some of the additional tasks they had to undertake in order to engage with 
financial technologies included updating payment details in a myriad of e-commerce services 
whenever bank cards expire, cancelling or changing direct debits when moving bank ac-
counts, trawling through dozens of options in price comparison websites to find a suitable 
deal, negotiating the quirks and glitches of cashback sites, and experimenting with an end-
less stream of new financial tools and services (Barros Pena et al., 2021a).   

It seems clear that “Cashless brings work” (Pritchard et al., 2015, p. 914). Although we no 
longer need to visit our local bank branch to pay our bills or transfer money, financial tech-
nologies place new demands on us that cancel out some of their purported efficiencies.  

In addition, some studies suggest that financial technologies shift responsibility and work 
from the institutions that deploy them towards those who use them. For instance, in the 
case of London buses, the withdrawal of cash payments meant that passengers “had to 
place considerably more effort into the production” (Pritchard et al., 2015, p. 914) of the 
new payment system. The use of London transport cards demands that travelers regularly 
add money to their cards; verify they have enough credit, and enough cards, since the Lon-
don transport system does not enable card sharing and strictly enforces one card per trav-
eler.  

O’Neill et al. (2017) concluded that digitising loan repayments “puts the majority of the work 
of paying on the payee” (p. 764). In their study of the digitisation of salary payments through 
mobile money, Blumenstock et al. (2015) found that the employer’s significant savings 
“stemmed from a shift in responsibility for cash transport costs from the employer to the 
employee”. These findings bring up once again the question of for whom are these financial 
technologies delivering convenience.  

2.6 Changes in control and agency 
The previous section described how financial technologies shift responsibility and labour 
from those who deploy them to those who use them. An additional displacement occurs 
when digitising finance: one of control and agency. Financial technologies can shift control of 
processes, workflows and interactions towards the technical systems, undermining the 
agency of human actors (Hulikal Muralidhar et al., 2018). This can be appreciated in the ex-
periences of those who live precariously.  

Studying the financial practices of people living on a low income, Vines et al. (2014) show 
how digital banking often means payments are instant and irrevocable, seeking to influence 
people to pay bills quickly and regularly. This design disrupted their participants’ prioritisa-
tion practices, removing their ability to delay certain payments when necessary. Instant and 
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irrevocable digital payments interfered with these participants’ “fine-grained control of ir-
regular, unpredictable incomes” (Vines et al., 2014, p. 508). It is no wonder that, in Vines et 
al.’s (2011) research into eighty somethings, “the desire to keep tight control of their fi-
nances meant resisting digital technology” (p. 68).  

The anxieties caused by irrevocable, automated payments could also be appreciated in the 
practices of our participants. In an effort to retain control, they constantly checked for pay-
ment due dates, changed them to suit their personal flows of cash, and kept separate bank 
accounts to avoid these payments taking funds earmarked for other purposes (Barros Pena 
et al., 2021a). 

The shifting of control from the human actors to the financial technologies is, according to 
Ferreira and Perry (2019), one of the “effects of intermediation” (p. 126). As private financial 
institutions and their infrastructures step between transacting parties, those parties lose au-
tonomy in terms of “setting the rules of the value transfer” (Ferreira and Perry, 2019, p. 
127). Those rules are determined instead by the technologies that intermediate the transac-
tion, the institutions who own and deploy them, and the regulatory framework under which 
they operate. Through intermediation, financial technologies, and by implication their de-
signers (Ferreira and Perry, 2019), contribute to the financial disempowerment of human 
agents. 

2.7 The individualisation of finance 
Our research with people living with mental illness brought into sharp relief the individualis-
ing effects of financial technologies. Prior design literature has briefly remarked on this mat-
ter. For instance, Pritchard et al. (2015) observe that digital banking and payments “operate 
on the basis of a single authenticated account holder” (p. 915), which puts them at odds 
with money sharing practices. Vyas et al. (2016) mention how technology design has treated 
finance “as a personal and individual phenomenon” (p. 1787), with most mobile apps assum-
ing “that only one person is responsible for managing money” (p. 1787).  

Like most online services, digital banking assumes that each account “will only be accessed 
by one person, ever” (Adams and Williams, 2013, p. 15), enforcing “a strict one-to-one rela-
tionship” (Adams and Williams, 2013, p. 15) to access control. Digital banking enshrines this 
strict individualisation through its terms and conditions (Adams and Williams, 2013). Sharing 
digital banking credentials with someone else constitutes a breach of the bank’s terms of 
service, and cancels all fraud protections (Edgar et al., 2017). Logging into someone else’s 
digital banking, even if just to provide help with minding money, is immediately considered a 
“fraudulent behaviour” (Edgar et al., 2017, p. 13). Digital banking effectively enforces indi-
viduation, penalising any attempt to bypass it. 

Our research suggests that financial technologies are exacerbating this tendency to individu-
ate our finances in general, and financial hardship in particular, by placing responsibility on 
individuals (Barros Pena et al., 2021a). They do so through a relentless focus on optimisa-
tion, and by disregarding and preventing financial collaborative practices.  
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2.8 The focus on optimisation 
The vast majority of “fintech” tools targeting consumers seem intent on helping us make the 
most of our money. This includes comparing products and services “to ensure you find the 
best deal for your needs” (Sewraz, 2019); strengthening “your credit history (...) by reporting 
on-time rent payments” (CreditLadder, n.d.); assisting with budgeting by showing us where 
we spend our money and identifying “areas for improvement” (Emma, n.d.); getting us to 
save “no matter your paycheck’s size” (Money Box, n.d.); or helping us understand our finan-
cial circumstances and giving us debt advice if needed (Tully, n.d.).  

As useful and convenient as they may be, these digital services never question whether the 
resources being optimised are actually sufficient to cover someone’s needs, whether ac-
crued debts are fair or should be contested, or whether the transaction data they are col-
lecting indicates financial hardship and, if so, how to address it. In their drive for optimisa-
tion, these fintech tools effectively transfer all responsibility for financial well-being to the 
individuals who use them.  

Some design research on money has fallen prey to these individualising tendencies. For in-
stance, Woldmariam et al. (2016) believe that our main design challenge consists on how to 
create “technical solutions” capable of influencing individual spending behaviour, and that 
encourage us to “save more and get out of poverty” (p. 482). According to these authors, 
saving and self control “will bring poor individuals out of poverty” (Woldmariam et al., 2016, 
p. 483). In another example, Heyman and Artman (2014) make an impassioned call for de-
signers of financial technologies to heed the learnings from “behavioural finance”, which 
provides “knowledge of how people make their financial decisions”. According to the au-
thors, the ultimate goal of these technologies should be helping their users make better fi-
nancial decisions, so that they can save more, avoid debt and achieve financial security and 
stability; as if financial security and stability depended exclusively on users themselves, with 
institutions and policies playing no part in the matter.  

When technology reinforces the individuation of finance, it draws attention away from the 
role that institutional factors play in our financial well-being. Hulikal Muralidhar (2019) alerts 
us to how the predominant narrative that portrays financial technologies as a solution to fi-
nancial exclusion and poverty “misses important questions such as the business models and 
market forces driving digital money technologies”. The focus on optimising income also ig-
nores that financial difficulty is “a multidimensional systemic social issue” (Forchuk et al., 
2017, p. 249). The progressive withdrawal of government support, benefits and subsidies; a 
financialised economy increasingly reliant on debt; precarious labour markets (Davies et al., 
2015); lack of access to suitable and affordable financial tools and services; and the funda-
mental contradiction in banking between pursuing profit and the measures that would truly 
help those struggling to make ends meet (Harper et al., 2018) are some of those institutional 
and structural factors that contribute to financial difficulty. All of them take a back seat while 
designers of financial technologies concentrate on optimising scant and ever diminishing re-
sources.  
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Prioritising optimisation also means we are paying less attention to the other design issues 
currently present in our financial technologies, such as the restrictions on financial collabora-
tion. 

2.9 Disregarding and preventing financial collaborative practices 
The systematic individualisation of finance clashes against our communal and collaborative 
instincts in our interactions with and through money. Evidence of the tensions between the 
individualising tendencies of financial technologies and the collaborative behaviours of hu-
man actors can be found scattered across the design literature on money. For instance, they 
can be observed in the informal third-party access mechanisms deployed by those who need 
support with money management. These include people living with mental illness (Murray, 
2016). Informal mechanisms for financial third party access (Barros Pena et al., 2021b) such 
as sharing PINs and Internet banking credentials, handing over bank cards to others, giving 
signed blank cheques and withdrawal forms to trusted helpers (Tilse et al., 2005), and using 
joint accounts for support and oversight purposes (Murray, 2016), fly in the face of the as-
sumptions about money as strictly personal that underpin the design of existing financial 
services and technologies. 

Numerous other examples exist across radically different contexts. For instance, although 
ATM machines are conceived for individual use, De Angeli et al. (2004) revealed the im-
portance of collaborative practices during the initial stages of ATM adoption in India. Tal-
houk et al.’s research (2020) uncovered the tensions between electronic payment solutions 
for the delivery of food aid, and the cooperative practices of a community of Syrian refugees 
in Lebanon. The individualised approach imposed through the use of prepaid debit cards ef-
fectively prevented any pooling of monetary resources for bulk buying, which in turn under-
mined these refugees’ resilience to food insecurity.  

A further example is provided by Ossandón (2014), who explains that although credit cards 
are intended as “private property, owned and managed by the person whose name is on the 
card” (p. 5), the practice of card lending, which is common in Chile, reveals a parallel and col-
lective network of debt. Credit cards are not just used by their owners: people loan their 
cards to close others, creating “hidden networks” (Ossandón, 2014, p. 1) invisible to card is-
suers. The assessment of individual behaviour that underpins credit scoring and the calcula-
tion of credit limits is, therefore, misguided, since it disregards social lending practices. 

In the UK, sharing practices have been found to be important for public transport users: 
“couples would pay for each other’s travel, parents would pay for their children, friends 
would pay for travel as a group” (Pritchard et al., 2015, p. 915). The existing London travel 
card scheme, which enforces a strict policy of one travel card per person, effectively rules 
out all credit sharing, and prohibits communal practices in transport payment (Pritchard et 
al., 2015). 
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All across the globe, from food purchases, to credit cards, financial third party access, ATM 
adoption and public transport payments, we find that financial services, the technologies at-
tached to them, and the policies that rule them are designed under the overarching assump-
tion that your money is strictly and uniquely yours. In turning a blind eye to the collaborative 
reality of our day-to-day financial lives, financial services and technologies render them-
selves fundamentally unsuitable for our socio-cultural monetary practices (Singh et al., 
2007).  

3. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have built upon existing design research to present a synthesis of disso-
nances between the purported benefits of financial technologies, and their actual outcomes 
for citizens. The synthesis was inspired by the experiences of our own research participants, 
who lived with both mental illness and financial difficulty, and faced particular challenges 
when managing their money through financial technologies. The dissonances described in 
this paper aim to counteract the overwhelmingly positive narrative that surrounds the pro-
duction and adoption of financial technologies. Our goal is to encourage reflection amongst 
designers about the often hidden effects of the technology artifacts we contribute to create.  

In previous publications we have proposed a set of alternative design principles for financial 
technologies that seek to address some of the issues outlined in this paper. We suggested 
designing for flexibility, complementarity, reflection, appropriation, collaboration and partic-
ipation (Barros Pena et al., 2021a; Barros Pena et al., 2021b). Designing for flexibility should 
counterbalance processes of customer commodification, and restore agency and control to 
human actors. Designing for complementarity should contribute to a hybrid financial system 
that integrates both digital and non-digital channels and artifacts. Designing for reflection 
should restore opportunities for friction, and enable people to interact with financial tech-
nologies in ways that align with their values and preferences. Designing for appropriation 
should open space for interpretation, supporting users rather than enforcing rigid work-
flows. Designing for collaboration should encourage and amplify collaborative financial prac-
tices. Designing for participation should facilitate citizen’s democratic oversight of the socio-
technical system that produces money and maintains its value (Ingham, 1999). We argue 
that these principles, which together emphasise the social nature of money, can contribute 
to promoting access and fairness in financial service provision (Barros Pena et al., 2021a). 

It is our hope that the dissonances presented in this paper, in combination with our alterna-
tive design principles, will support and inspire designers to conceive financial technologies 
differently.  
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